OUR VISION
As a humanitarian organization,
we aim to provide value and
promote volunteerism, besides
help to the poor and needy

OUR MISSION
From immediate help to
rehabilitation to sustainability
we strive to be of assistance to
those in need and trying life’s
situation.

ANNUAL

REPORT
2018

OUR CORE VALUES

G A L 6:10

“Therefore, as we have the
opportunity, let us do good to
all, especially to those who are
of the household of faith.“
(Galatians 6:10)
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PHILIPPINES – A COUNTRY AT GREAT RISK?
The NACSEARelief Team is humbly proud to submit its annual report 2018. No disaster, no work for organizations like
us? No, we prefer to use our resources for social development and thus contribute to eradicate poverty or at least
make many a personal fate more bearable.
World Risk Report 2018 consistently ranks the Philippines third among the 171 countries, in terms of natural disaster
risk. The ICRC rates us as one of the five countries most frequently hit by natural hazards over the past ten years.
Times magazine says we are the most exposed typhoon country in the world. Indeed, might be with an average of 20
typhoons a year of which an average of 5 super typhoons.
Over 10’000 earthquakes across the Philippine Islands since 1970 add to the scares not to forget the 6 still most active
volcanoes. There are also manmade disasters. 137th out of 162 countries in terms of peacefulness.
Such facts might give the impression this is not a country to live in and do business. Far from it. Here lives a most
joyful, loving people, probably ranking among the happiest on earth. There are strong socio-cultural aspects. First the
Filipino Resiliency is commonly to endure, then move on. Bayanihan Community (Unity) and a backer system “Utang na
Loob” (I owe you culture) obviously such are strength for survival but by far not enough to follow a path of sustainable
development. Help is needed, foreign investment, and appropriate Aid.
Much has been accomplished in the past 4 decades I know and love this country. Thankfully we look at a working
democracy, economic growth, better education, better opportunities for the new generation and much more could be
mentioned.
For us the question is not how much improvement is to be seen, but HOW MANY benefit from it? And in this area, there
is still work to be done. NACSEARelief, a Christian charity is one of the smaller ones, we do not accomplish spectacular projects neither can we pride ourselves to have brought about much changes or claim a major impact. Yet we
address many individual situations and bring hope by solidarity. Often only small actions have the greatest effect and
often but not, money is not the issue. Finances are needed for solutions but we observe resources are used just to
sustain problems instead of bringing about change. “Helping” remains a challenge. Much could be said about it. We
again and again make an effort to create solutions towards change.
Let us go forward together, may social awareness and responsibility paired with love for souls, accompany all of us.
Thank you for having read this message intended as food for thought.

Urs Hebeisen
President NACSEARelief
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NAC CONGREGATIONS AFFECTED BY TYPHOON VINTA

Pr. Devie of the NAC District Davao Occidental was in action in Abad Santos where many families
had a sad Christmas having lost everything due to Typhoon Vinta. Immediate needs were
blankets, nails, kitchen utensils and food. Thanks, the immediate reaction of NACSEARelief
help was extended. 54 families could be reached. Our help is offered regardless of
denominational

affiliations.
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TO THE HELP OF FOLKS IN ZAMBOANGA DEL NORTE
It takes 4 hours land trip from airport Ozamis to the affected barangay in Zamboanga Del Norte.
Most of the houses in this barangay are nearby the river thus almost all houses were washed out
due to the strong typhoon Vinta.
As per barangay records, there are 50 families who lost their homes, 17 dead and 2 missing.
Despite of the distance and difficulties in accessing the road, our team did not hesitate to
continue their trip and bring help to those affected families in remote areas. Thus, on January 29,
2018, the NACSEARelief team led by Cris Ronquillo, reached out to the affected community for
relief operation.
About 80 families were given food and clothing.
Afterwards, housing materials was delivered to each family who lost their homes. Each household received materials such as galvanized sheets, nails etc.
The people were so happy and grateful towards the donors of NACSEARelief. Some were very
emotional with teary eyes upon receiving the materials. It was indeed a tiring day yet a happy
moment seeing grateful smile.
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HOUSING MATERIALS ASSISTANCE FOR VICTIMS
OF TYPHOON VINTA IN DAVAO OCCIDENTAL

After a first hour help of providing food assistance in December, on January 11,2018, our fi eld
staff together with local volunteers reached Brgy. Carahaya, Jose Abad Santos, Davao Occidental
on January 11, 2018. Their mission to help rebuilding destroyed homes. Typhoon Vinta brought
sadness to many residents in these Barangays during Christmas.
Crossing three rivers and walking in mountainous area made the operation very difficult for our
teams. As they arrived after 8 hours travel, they found devastated homes. Around 55 houses were
destroyed, swept away and buried in mud due to extreme flooding and landslide.
As a humanitarian aid, NACSEARelief reached out a helping hand and provided housing
materials to all affected families. Each received roofing materials, nails and lumber. With the help
of the local volunteers, the materials were successfully distributed to each family.
It was a great help for the residents to start building and fixing their houses. The families were so
grateful to NACSEARelief and its staff.
With a warm thank you they also received clothing collected and donated by Congregations in
Switzerland and Canada.
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100 FAMILIES REACHED IN CARAGA REGION, VICTIMS
TYPHOON BASYANG

Typhoon come and go. So do the media reports. Yet left behind are often people in misery.
Genalyn Mosura reports about our mission.

On February 13, 2018, Storm Sanba locally known as “Typhoon Basyang” made its landfall and
flooded several areas in Mindanao specifically in Caraga Region. According to the DSWD, there are
more or less 8,968 families or 37,376 individuals displaced due to severe flooding and landslide.
Landslides and soil erosion caused damaged to infrastructure and most are only passable by single motors. Communication and power lines however in all parts of Caraga region are generally
functional except in remote areas yet flash floods were reported in major parts of the city proper
and rural areas in Surigao City.
The victims were currently sheltered at 149 evacuation centers however, some were staying in
their flooded houses as intermittent rains still affected different parts of the region, despite
the typhoon was already leaving Caraga region.
Some affected families in Caraga particularly in Brgy San Pedro were temporarily sheltered under the bridge since the evacuation center was far from their place. Around seven (7) houses in
this barangay were totally washed out due to severe flooding while others were partially damage.
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Relief Operation:
As an immediate response, the NACSEARelief Inc. sending a cash advance to our local team who
conducted emergency relief operation. About 100 more families received food packs in several
barangays of Caraga region particularly in Brgy. San Pedro, Mangagoy, Tidman, Maribojoc, Siana
and Navalca.
Aside from relief operation, our team also went to visit those families who lost their houses and
temporarily staying under the bridge. The people living there preferred staying since the evacuation center is quite a distance from their place. The local government assisted with relief foods
but the victims main concern was how to start rebuilding their lost houses.
Meanwhile, the NACSEARelief with the coordination of our team, provides the victims with
housing materials such as galvanized sheets, woods, nails and etc. It might not be a huge help
but appreciated with continuously “thank you” and a grateful smile. It definitely eases and
lessens the burden they felt at the moment.
We thank you so much for all the donors and sponsors to this another noble undertaking.
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TYPHOON OMPONG RELIEF OPERATION
September 21, 2018, the aftermath of the “Typhoon Ompong”.
After first R elief a ction h as b een accomplished.
We had to think about rehabilitation and reconstruction of livelihood, homes and churches.
According to the Philippine National Police, at
least 81 were killed in several regions in Luzon.
Local officials placed several areas under a state
of calamity following the loss of lives and destruction of several houses.
Typhoon Ompong has left about P14.3 billion in
agricultural damage – doubled what Agriculture
Secretary Emmanuel Piñol said would be the
“worst-case scenario” estimated at P7.9 billion.
The typhoon has also affected about 171,932 farmers; thus, victims need relief assistance to sustain
their daily food consumption.
Consequently, NACSEARelief immediately responded by sending off a team to conduct relief
goods distributions in affected areas particularly in Cagayan, Isabela, Abra and La Union
province. With the help of local volunteers, a food
pack which contains 7kg of rice, can goods, noodles etc. were successfully delivered to each affected family. An overall total of 160 families received immediate relief food packs.
With a grateful smile they also received clothing
and toys donated by Roger Mattenberg of NAKI-Office and Sister Nicole Leblond of Canada.
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Along with the relief operations, the NACSEARelief team also made a survey/visit to the families
who lost their houses due to the strong typhoon. As per received report from the staff assigned
in the field, a total of 2 houses and 2 NAC-churches were destroyed and swept away while 34
houses will be under repair.
Rebuilding constructions and repair of damaged shelter and churches was next in line of this
operation.
A special thank you to all the donors who help this operation possible!
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POWER OF NATURE CREATES
DISASTER
Typhoon “Ompong” has made its landfall into
Northern part of Luzon specifically in Cagayan,
and Isabela on Saturday at 1am, September 15.
According to PAG-ASA, Signal no. 4 was raised
in the said area as the storm was approaching.
The typhoon demolished houses tore off roofs
and downed power lines. Some roads were cut
off

by

landslides

and

many

re-mained

submerged. As per records of the Na-tional
Disaster Risk Reduction and Manage-ment
Council, more than 70,000 families or over
270,000 people were affected by the typhoon.
Farms across northern Luzon, which produces
much of the nation’s rice and corn, were
sitting under muddy floodwater, their crops
ruined just a month before harvest.

NACSEARelief was evaluating how to come best
to help. A staff member was sent to the area
of Isabella to reach out to the most needy. We
identified 33 families and established contact,
small considering the vast area of devastation.
Since government response seems adequate,
we did not engage in rescue and relief but in
rehabilitation and reconstruction of homes,
livelihoods and rice fields.
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NAK-KARITATIV GERMANY
SUPPORTS TYPHON OMPONG
RELIEF PROJECT
Whenever a typhoon hits our country it leaves behind damage, desperation and hopelessness. When all
the media reports already focus on
other news many are still wondering
how life will go on. It is often in these
days after the disaster, when attention has been subsided, help is most
needed. From relief to rehab and
eventually getting back to a normal
life is often a long uphill battle manageable only by a few.
On 2nd October we published a report on our first rehab response to the calamity. Our Project
Manager, Mabelle Bagtas visited the Province of Isabella where she concluded our Relief operation by bringing seedlings to secure the next harvest for 40 small scale farmers who have lost
their source of income.
Everyone was very thankful that their dignity and safety has finally been established again and
life can go back to normal.
This project was made possible by the financial support of nak–karitativ Germany to whom NAC
SEARelief Philippines is accountable.
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CALAMITY IN BARANGAY CENTRAL, CITY
OF MATI, DAVAO ORIENTAL
Many people can become victim of bad weather conditions without making it to the headlines.
They lose their homes and often also livelihood. Have to buy lumber and material on credit just
to bring normality back into their life. To earn the daily bread is already hard enough and stormy
weather just adds to the hardship.
NACSEARelief visited Barrio Central in Mati and could help covering the bills of simple construction materials amount of PHP 20’000. A few Pesos at the right time can make a big difference.

FAMILY TRAGEDY IN CEBU
NACSEARelief is focused on community projects and charity. However sometimes we come across individual tragedy. The Nietes family in Lapu Lapu/Cebu lost not only the
home but also their livelihood when a fire destroyed the
house and the sari-sari store from which they make a living. We cannot close our eyes and come to help with financial assistance made possible by our friends and donors.
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KIAMBA PROJECT ACCOMPLISHED
NACSEA Relief braved the challenges for this project and organized hauling for a period of onemonth and daily 7-hours one-way pick-up/delivery works (2-hours single motor trip and another
5-hours by foot carrying building materials up to site). The villagers and LGU on the other hand
were committed to cooperating and ensuring security of the construction workers and haulers
in their daily tasks.
The construction works started January 28, 2018 and was funded by NAK Humanitas in Switzerland. The project consists of 1-building with two classrooms complete with school furniture,
wash area, water systems, male and female toilets, and faculty building. The two rooms will be
used as primary classrooms and 50-T’boli students, will benefit from this project.
The school building spans an area of 9m x 7m per classroom while the faculty building is 7m x
6m. Both buildings are sturdy wooden structure erected on a concrete foundation with steel-reinforced flooring, wooden roof beams and GI metal roofing supported by hardwood frames and
windows made of hardwood shutters.
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We also like to share some comments from the T’boli community:
As per Edwin Kuyan, Chieftain, the villagers know that education is the path out of poverty, but
they live very far away from schools and have little income to support their children. He thanked
very much NACSEA Relief, Inc. on behalf of the T’boli’s for its great assistance for providing learning facilities to help improve the functional literacy and give opportunities to their children
to have access to quality education.
Mr. Juanito Sampan, Barangay Captain of Tamadang in Kiamba, Sarangani Province was also very
grateful and proud that NACSEA Relief has undertaken this venture to help improve the educa
tional environment and bring hope for a brighter future of the students. He further mentioned
that everyone is empowered to continue and sustain this great development in Datal Bong.

After an enormous effort with immense logistical challenges the project finally was completed
and NACSEA Relief formally turned over the Datal Bong Primary School property to the Department of Education (DepEd) May 17, 2018
The simple turnover rites, sealed with the signing of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), Deed of
Donation (DoD) and Deed of Acceptance (DoA) bring together the various efforts of the stakeholders in upholding Indigenous People’s rights for education, ensuring that it is relevant, inclusive
and rooted in the Tboli culture.
Signatories in the MOA were Urs Hebeisen, President of NACSEA Relief, Ms. Nilian Gonzales
– School Head, Falel Kesbung IP School and the witnesses Rev. Alfredo Pascual. Rev. Mercurio
Nuyad, BoT member Freddie Nuyad and Hon. Juanito Sampan, Barangay Captain of Tamadang,
Kiamba.
Mr. Aurelio Cagang, Education Program Supervisor of DepEd; in his acceptance speech, expressed
thanks to the stakeholders particularly the NACSEA Relief and NAK-humanitas of SWITZERLAND
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for their continuing support of education. He also challenged the community to help to take care
of the facilities and to give their support to the teachers who will be assigned in Datal Bong.

Hon. Juanito Sampan, expressed his gratitude to NACSEA Relief for the partnership and reiterated
the commitment to continue the journey with the IPs in upholding their rights, stating that education is only one of the issues confronting the IPs.
Ms. Nilian Gonzales further expounded the IPED program of DepEd that aims to provide education
to empower IPs to claim, exercise and protect their rights according to their culture, by providing
access to formal education; enhancing awareness and appreciation of indigenous knowledge,
systems and practices; advancing competence of IP leaders in managing IP education systems;
and setting up sustainability mechanisms.
Board of Trustee member, Freddie Nuyad, a school principal himself, commented: "All the
sacrifices and the hardships for the Kiamba project were worth it. The community is very
happy, we received many nice feedbacks". The DepEd Education Supervisor emphasized on the
efforts, saying: “the foundation made a very good endeavour with a lasting effect” and added:
“the school has brighter future than the adjacent school due to its land area”. The Principal was
impressed so much with the complete facilities. The Brgy.Capt. was emotional when he made
his thanksgiving speech. Some doubted if we do it without expecting anything return but we can
assure all we do it out of Love.
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KIAMBA SCHOOL PROJECT
ACKNOWLEDGED
Brgy. Captain Hon. Juanito A. Sampan from Tamadang Sarangi Province visited Lake Sebu and
attended the NAC Youth Day Celebration. He himself a T’Boli was a graduate from the Santa
Cruz Mission in Lake Sebu. He expressed the gratitude of his constituents for the 2 classrooms
NAC SEARelief built in his barrio. In an emotional speech he explained that only 5 % of indigenous
people have a formal education in his area resulting often in child-marriage. Absence of school
buildings leads to absence of teachers. The project sponsored by NAK-humanitas Switzerland is a
very welcome initiative and great contribution towards the alleviation of this problem. The Brgy.
Captains vision is to reverse this condition into a 95 % ratio of educated IP.
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FENCING AT LAWAAN HIGH
SCHOOL
NACSEARelief joined the community in realizing the fencing part of the overall improvement
project of this School in Brgy. KingKing Municipality Pantukan (Comval). The fence spans at total
of some 200 meters with main gate and 3 small gates. About 20% of our funds could go towards
a tiled hand washing facility and two toilets and materials for a water tap was provided. Another
project accomplished in the spirit of “Bayanihan” collaboration of NACSEARelief and LGU (Local
Government Unit). The project was initiated and supervised by our Board of Trustee Member,
Freddie Nuyad.
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ITS NOT JUST RICE AND CORN
NACSEARelief aims to improve the livelihood of farmers and envisions to promote alternative
crops therefore we joined the Collaborative project on adoption of sustainable vegetable farming
practices. NACSEARelief under the leadership of Mabelle Bagtas spearheaded a seedling project
for small holder farmers in Cauayan, Isabela. Apart from the seedlings, the program also provides educational training and information support for the farmers steered by EWS company to
ensure that the vegetable have a good survival rate.
Aside from educational training, the participants were invited to visit demo farm facility in Echague which is capable of accommodating 22 participants for organic agriculture trainings, including lectures on related agriculture subjects like vermiculture or the production of organic
fertilizer from decomposed materials using earthworms.
The primary goal of the project is to provide livelihood to farmers and create income-generating activities through industry creation completing social, environmental and economic requirements to achieve sustainable development.

The 22-farmer participants were very grateful for the proposed seedling project and wish to plant
assorted vegetables such as eggplant, bitter gourd, carrots, upo, tomato, patola, okra, green/red
chili peppers, string beans, and pumpkin. Total land area to be planted is 5.765 hectares and EWS
will help to provide cost estimate for all seedlings and other materials to be used for this project.
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SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM A STEP FURTHER
8 NACSERelief supported students have graduated this year. See listing below. We wish these
graduates great success in the future and especially also in finding now a first job to gain experience in their chosen trade.
“In the new year 2018/2019 we now support a total of 31beneficiaries” our secretary reports.
Education is and remains also in the future the only way out of poverty and we wish that many
more can find opportunities in one or other form of study. We also welcome to efforts of the
government to over free tuition.
We thank all donors and supporters of our children and youth.

Name

Course

Province

Remarks

Reyes, Allyssah

BS-Info.Tech

Metro Manila

Graduated on May 30, 2018 Scholar since
2nd year up to 4thyear college.

Jane
Manudal, Jary
Frayon, Arben
Cayugan, Gilbert
Eding, Debelyn

BS-Community
Development

Lake Sebu

BS-Community
Development

Lake Sebu

BS-Community
Development

Lake Sebu

BS-Community
Development

Lake Sebu

Graduated on March 22, 2018 Scholar
since 3rd year up to 4th year college.
Graduated on March 22, 2018 Scholar
since 3rd year up to 4th year college
Graduated on March 22, 2018 Scholar
since 3rd year up to 4th year college
Graduated on March 22, 2018 Scholar
since 2nd year. She became full scholar
in CHED during her last semester in final
year.

Esmorga, Veronica

BS-Community
Development

Lake Sebu

Graduated March 22, 2018 Became full
scholar of CHED in her final year/2nd
Semester.

Awey, Joseph

BS-Community
Development

Lake Sebu

Graduated on March 22, 2018 Became full
scholar of CHED in his Final whole year
(4th year)

Canin, Juliet

BS- Information
Technology

Pangasinan

Scholar since 3rd year up to 4th year
college
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USUFRUCT AGREEMENT SIGNED
NACSEARelief, the social responsibility arm of the New Apostolic
Church in the Philippines has been commissioned to look for a suitable
community project to put their idle lot in Luton to proper use. After
extensive negotiations finally a Partner could be found in the DASVO Multipurpose Cooperative, the Corporate Social Responsibility of
nearby CARMEN COPPER MINING. Finally on 21st June 2018 an USUFRUCT
agreement could be signed. DASVO will use the lot where once a church
stood for a show room for products of the local cottage industry.
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LUMINAWA SWITZERLAND
NACSEARelief is supporting Luminawa Switzerland with logistics services. A pilot project has
started with the importation of 12 SEPARETT Toilet which will benefit 12 families of the Kalinga
tribe in Mabilong (Cordillera, Northern Luzon).

Aim of the project is improving the hygiene and sanitary installation in the region with the result to reduce infectious sickness and cut down on need of antibiotics. The SEPARETT Toilets are
a swedish system of urine separation compost toilets as they are common in remote areas of
scandinavian countries.
A small beginning with hopefully great future.
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CATASTROPHES WITHOUT HEADLINES
Typhoons, landslides, earthquakes with many casualties make it regularly to the headlines. Right
so the public shall be made aware and be informed.
However we often overlook there are countless
personal catastrophes. From one moment to another life changes for an entire family. On 9th
November 2018 at 2 pm the Vilarente Family of
Maragusan (Compostela Valley), experienced this.
While at work the home was destroyed by fire, leaving the family with nothing. There was empathy from neighbours and LGU representatives but none had much to give.
NACSEARelief trustee and field representative, Freddy Nuyad reported: “when I made an unexpected on December 26 I was shockingly surprised to see the condition this family lives in. After
over a month they could not get over their fate”
Love and help your neighbour. We do not need media to find out. Let us be sensitive to the suffering of our next one

CAROLING FOR A CAUSE
to go “house-to-house-caroling” has a long tradition in the Philippines during Christmas season.
Often this is also organized to raise funds for charity. NACSEARelief got this year the visit of a group
of youth from ALAY SA MAY MGA KAPANSANAN ASSOCIATION INC. an NGO focusing to encourage and
help people with physical disability giving them a
sense of self-worth and hope for the future.
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HUMANITAS SWITZERLAND
LAUNCHES ANOTHER SCHOOL
PROJECT IN THE PHILIPPINES
After the successful completion of the KIAMBA School Project “Humanitas of Switzerland “through
its Philippine partner NACSEARelief has given “order to proceed” for the following project in Sitio
Kafok, Acmonan, Tupi /South Cotabato:
Name of Project: Acmonan Elementary School – Annex (2-classroom building complete with
school furniture + 2-rooms faculty building + handwashing area + 2-rooms toilet).
Beneficiaries: 110-school children and 209 residents
“We are humbly proud and very thankful to
reach remote areas and support the DepEd in
providing quality education for all. We see this
as a contribution to avoid future poverty. Without schooling our children have no future” Ms
Mabelle Bagtas, NACSEARelief Project Manager
comments.
She and her team have made a thorough
eval-uation.
The project will be featured in our next annual
report.
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LET THERE BE BREAD
Bread is the staff of life. It belongs both to the poor and the rich. A slice of bread brings out
superficial differences: bread saves the hungry from death and is a gratifying comfort food for
those who have everything. Some thoughts on World Food Day.
Every year on October 16th, the United Nations celebrates World Food Day, while the International Union of Bakers and Confectioners (UIBC) celebrates World Day of Bread. An unimportant
awareness day? Maybe, at least for anyone who always has a basket of bread on his table. But
anyone who chews on a piece of bread is also reminded of those who do not have enough to
eat—of which there are still far too many on our planet Earth.

A staple and a staff of life
Bread has always been a staple. Bread provides an essential part of our nutrition, like meat or
fish or milk. But that does not mean that everyone has access to it. The figures are staggering: every day, 8,500 children die as a result of hunger and malnutrition. In fact, the World Health Organisation estimates that a child dies of hunger every five seconds or so. This is where the petition,
“Give us this day our daily bread” (Matthew 6: 11) suddenly takes on a fundamental significance.
Billions of times every day it remains unfulfilled. Most people utter these words with a growling
stomach. For them, bread is means of survival.
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Poverty and hunger: a cycle of horror
The root of all evil? NAK-karitativ writes that
agricultural development plays a central role

This not only includes food packages but also
capacity building initiatives and education
projects—all to break the cycle of poverty.

in the battle against hunger and malnutrition.
People living in rural regions in the world’s de
veloping countries are considered to be

Heedless oblivion
There was a time when manna rained from

particularly poor. They depend on subsistence

heaven. Even if it were to rain manna from

farming: on two to seven acres of land they

heaven today, people would likely discard it as

produce just enough to ensure the survival of

organic waste—at least in those countries that

their own families. Any surplus is sold by the

have plenty of food. It is hard to believe how

women and girls at the local market or on the

much bread and other food is wasted every

side of the road. One storm too many spells

day and used to produce the necessary heat

disaster. A failed harvest is something no one

needed to eliminate real waste. Bread is a gift

can afford.

from God, and sometimes it takes only one

Scientific research has shown that poverty

slice of bread to be happy.

causes malnutrition. For children this has
far-reaching consequences. They lack important minerals and vitamins which are
important for growth and their general health.

Hard facts
8,500 children die every day as a result of

Unfortunately, poverty and hunger also have

hunger and malnutrition.

an effect on a person’s education: every day,

In the countries south of the Sahara, one in

hundreds of thousands of children go to

four people suffer hunger.

school hungry. But it is hard to learn on an
empty stomach. That means children grow up
without mastering the three Rs: reading, writing, and arithmetic. Like their parents, they
end up having to feed themselves with subsistence farming, and rear their own children

One in eight people go to bed hungry every
night.
Hunger is the biggest threat to global health.
Every year, more people die of starvation than
of AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis together.

in the same way—a vicious cycle of poverty,

98 per cent of the world’s undernourished

in which generation after generation is often

people live in developing countries.

trapped.
This is a reason why NAK-karitativ, for example, is focusing on agricultural development in
the countries south of the Sahara. The people
there need help to start off into a self-determined life.

Author: Peter Johanning
Date: 16.10.2018
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT
We extend a heartfelt “THANK YOU” to all our supporters, donors and friends worldwide. Especially to our partners “nak-karitativ” in Germany and “humanitas” in Switzerland who were our
main sponsors in 2018 but also all friends who have sent us a contribution for our projects and
various projects.
A special “thank you” goes to all volunteer workers in the field, many among them of the newapostolic youth. Noteworthy support comes always also from the ministers in various nac-congregations. We thank our LGU (local government units) but also the DEPED (Department of Education) without their cooperation our activities would not make as much sense.

Noteworthy is the cooperation with other NGO’s, especially Mr. Thomas Kellenberger of IKP (Island Kids Philippines) foundation.

Much personal time “pro bono publico” is offered by our board of trustee members and officers:

Genalyn Mosura

Scholarships, Annual Report, Donors file, social media

Mabelle Bagtas

Project Manager, field operations, Corporate Secretary

Rebecca Silvano

Intern

Ruth Moring

Finances, Accounting, Disbursements

Rebecca Pimentel Digital Correspondence file, Travel Logistics
Ramil Santos

Financial Consultant

Freddy Nuyad

Board of Trustee member, Field Supervisor Mindanao

Siegfred Catan

Board of Trustee member, Field Supervisor Visayas

Kurt Brenner

Board of Trustee member

Urs Hebeisen

President
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OUR PARTNERS/ SPONSORS

HELP US TO DO MORE
FOR YOUR DONATIONS:

WE ARE AT:
NACSEARelief

Account Name:
NACSEARelief Inc.

2704 Gen. Capinpin St.
Bangkal, Makati City

Bank Name:
RIZAL COMMERCIAL BANKING

Tel. Number: +63 2 8452052

CORPORATION
Pasong Tamo Branch 2283 Pasong

Contact Person:
Mabelle Bagtas/ Genalyn Mosura

Tamo Extension Corner Lumbang
St.,Makati City
SWIFT CODE: RCBCPHMM

email address: mail@nacsearelief.org
PESO Account No. 0-288-80583-0

Follow our activites on website

SWISS FRANCS Account No. 8-288-00481-2

www.nacsearelief.org
and
on facebook

US DOLLAR Account No. 8-288-00483-9
EURO Account No. 8-288-00472-3

